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SHOCK REFRACTORY VF

•

Pre-charge the defibrillator during chest compressions
Count down before pausing for a shock so that the shock is
delivered in between chest compressions and the hands come
off the chest only momentarily
Use a look-through monitor whereby the cardiac rhythm can
be identified while chest compressions are ongoing

2. Dual Shock Therapy for Refractory Ventricular
Fibrillation
Dual Shock Therapy (“double defib” or “double sequential defib”)
involves defibrillating patients who are refractory to multiple
defibrillations with 2 defibrillators at the same time or within seconds of
each other, one with pads set up in the traditional anterior positions and
the other set up with anterior-posterior pad positions.
A recent observational case series showed improved rates of ROSC with
dual shock therapy with one patient surviving to hospital discharge.
An RCT in 1989 by Bardy randomized patients with refractory
ventricular fibrillation to dual vs single shock therapy and found no
significant difference in ROSC.

1. Minimize the perishock pause
Stop chest compressions only to assess for defibrillation and to
defibrillate.
Perishock pauses <20 s in the early resuscitation period are associated
with survival to discharge when compared to episodes with peri-shock
pause ≥40 s.

Despite the lack of definitive evidence that dual shock therapy improves
survival, we recommend attempting it when other avenues have been
exhausted in the patient with refractory ventricular fibrillation.

3. Stop Epinephrine after 3 doses or lower the dose
During refractory ventricular fibrillation and VF storm there is a huge
catecholamine surge thatcontributes to the refractoriness. Rather than
adding more catecholamine with epinephrine, our experts recommend

stopping the epinephrine after 3 doses or lowering the dose
in ventricular fibrillation.

OPTIMIZING PULSE CHECKS & DETECTION
OF ROSC

Some experts believe that the dose of 1mg every 3-5 minutes that is
recommended in the guidelines is too high, is too frequently given and
may be detrimental. Epinephrine, in the doses used in cardiac arrest,
causes cerebral vasoconstriction that may impair tissue oxygenation,
brain perfusion and compromise neurological recovery.
In most patients with ventricular fibrillation the primary cause is cardiac
ischemia. Some experts believe that we should lower the dose of
epinephrine in patients with ventricular fibrillation to minimize the
vasoconstriction of the coronary arteries caused by epinephrine.

4. Block the catecholamine surge with esmolol
Esmolol is a fast acting B-blocker that increases the fibrillation
threshold. Damaged myocardial cells are more sensitive to sympathetic
tone, which esmolol blocks. No medication, including epinephrine has
ever been shown to increase survival to hospital discharge, but esmolol
has shown some promising results.
Esmolol was shown in a small study to double the rate of ROSC from
about 1/3 of patients to 2/3 of patients, and to increase survival to
hospital discharge with good neurological function from 11% to
50%. Larger studies are needed to confirm these findings, but so far the
evidence looks promising.
Esmolol dosing in refractory VF:
500 mcg/kg IV push followed by infusion starting at 50 mcg/kg/min

Pulse checks are only needed if an organized rhythm is seen on the
monitor.
Manual pulse checks have been shown to be insensitive, not specific and
have poor inter-rater reliability. One study showed that rescuer pulse
palpation was only 78% accurate. Even if a pulse is felt, this does not
guarantee adequate perfusion to vital organs.
4 approaches to detecting ROSC and optimizing pulse checks can be
considered:
1. POCUS: Have a dedicated experienced provider look on POCUS
for a carotid pulse during chest compressions so that as soon as a
pause in chest compressions to assess for cardiac rhythm occurs at
the end of 2 minutes of compressions, the pulse can be rapidly
assessed along with the cardiac rhythm in less than 5 seconds (as
opposed to less than 10 seconds as recommended in the guidelines).
Or have a dedicated experienced provider look on cardiac POCUS in the
epigastric for brisk cardiac activity.

2. Do not stop for a pulse check at all! Chest compressions should
continue until:
1. The end tidal CO2 monitor shows persistent elevations >3040.
2. An early established arterial line shows persistent DBP>30-40.
3. Oxygen saturation from a finger probe shows
a persistent wave form.

offer further diagnostic certainty using point of care ultrasound
(POCUS). The first key step is to distinguish between narrow complex
and wide complex PEA, with POCUS being used to help differentiate
the causes of narrow complex PEA in particular.
Ideally, a designated team member provides the specific POCUS role
independent of the other team members.

PULSELESS ELECTRICAL ACTIVITY – PEA
ARREST

The ACLS Guidelines continue to recommend running through the H’s
and T’s in order to arrive at a specific diagnosis and guide treatment in
PEA arrest. This approach may not be ideal because the H’s and T’s are
difficult to remember in the heat of a stressful resuscitation and some of
the H’s and T’s are rare causes of PEA (hypoxia, hypokalemia and
hypoglycemia) or are obvious (hypoxia, hypothermia). In contrast, a
novel approach to PEA arrest focuses on the more likely diagnoses that
require immediate treatment beyond your C-A-Bs to achieve ROSC.
This way of thinking about PEA combines initial ECG morphology with
the clinical scenario to guide the clinician to the most likely causes, and

Adjust Epinephrine Dose
If you see a vigorous heart on POCUS, rather than administer 1 amp of
crash cart epinephrine, consider push dose epinephrine guided by blood
pressure. Take a 10 ml syringe with 9 ml of normal saline. Into this
syringe, draw up 1 ml of epinephrine from the cardiac amp (amp

contains Epinephrine 100 mcg/ml). Now you have 10 mls of
Epinephrine 10 mcg/ml. Administer 0.5-2 ml every 1-5 minutes (5-20
mcg). A titrated epinephrine infusion is another option.
Scott Weingart describes titrating epinephrine in cardiac arrest to
hemodynamic parameters in this EMCrit podcast. Titrating to diastolic
BP, as described in the Paradis study in JAMA requires early placement
of an arterial line during ongoing chest compressions.
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